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Space News and Stuff

METEOR OVER ST. LOUIS
ROGUE METEOR STREAKS ACROSS THE MIDWEST

6pm: Mythology Monday

Tuesday, Nov. 5th

6pm: Tall-Tale Tuesday

Saturday, November 9th
2pm: Public Show -

The Hot and Energetic Universe

3pm: Public Show -

From Earth to the Universe

7pm: Public Show -

Seven Wonders

Tickets are just $5! Get them online

at planetarium.truman.edu, or at the
door (cash only)

FREE JOKES!
How do you know when the
Moon is broke?

When she’s down to
her last quarter!
Where do astronauts hang
out?
At the spacebar!

FUN FACT!
If you added up all
the thousands of
known asteroids
in our solar system
to make one giant
asteroid, it’s total
mass wouldn’t even
equal 10 percent of
the mass of our Moon.
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n Monday, November 11, a meteor streaked across the skies
of Missouri. It was sighted around 8:52 pm and flew east to
west over several states in the Midwest. The meteor is believed to
have impacted somewhere around the area of Wellsville, Missouri.
In addition to the bright light, a lot of the reports also heard a loud
boom. This meteor occurred during the Taurid Meteor Shower,
which runs from October 20 to November 30. This meteor shower
is known for being long lasting a producing brilliant, fiery meteors.
Read more at Space.com
STUDY TIP!
Finals season is quickly approaching! When you find yourself
drowning in final projects and last minute cram sessions, take a
moment to contemplate the vastness of space. To the universe,
your exam is merely a blip in time, a moment surrounded by other
moments. It means nothing. Also, flashcards are pretty good.

Find us Online!
Twitter: @TrumanDome
Facebook: Del and Norma Robsion Planetarium
Website: www.planetarium.truman.edu
Email: planetarium@truman.edu

See you on Saturday!

